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Indwelling 
If thou couldst empty thyself of self, 
Like to a shell dishabited, 
Then might He find thee on the ocean 
shelf, 
And say—"This is not d e a d , " — 
And fill thee with Himself instead. 
But thou art ell replete with very thou, 
And hast such shrewd activity, 
That, when He comes, He says—"This is 
enough 
Unto itself—'Twere better let it be: 
It is so small and full, there is no room 
for me." 
— T . E. Brown. 
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Blessed Waiting 
Edwin Raymond Anderson 
THERE is a place for working in the Christian scene, and it may well be that 
many of us simply do not work enough in 
view of the lateness of the hour and the 
lostness of the souls of men. Scripture 
speaks of an active, energising, "redeem-
ing the time because the days are evil", 
and that word "redeeming" can never be 
effectively translated by means of any arm-
chair theology. We have lost out if we 
have not gone out, and "redeeming" car-
ries life only when it is practiced amongst 
the highways and hedges of these hound-
ing, hurrying hours. Therefore, let us be 
working, beloved, for as our blessed Lord 
has reminded us, "the night cometh when 
no man can work" (John 9 :4) . And many 
who have not worked in the day of oppor-
tunity will regret it in the "coming of the 
night", when the time for labour has been 
forever left and lost. 
But while there is a place for working 
in the Christian scene, there is also a place 
for waiting. In the most spiritual sense of 
the term, it may well be said that the wait-
ing must come before the working, else a 
good deal of that working shall wan away 
into wondering and wandering and worry-
ing. The prophet Isaiah of old would leave 
us with some good words in this respect; 
and we are not to be dispensationally de-
ceived as if it were merely an Old Testa-
ment message without a vital New Testa-
ment meaning. Said he, "Their strength 
is to sit still" (Isa. 30:7) ; and according 
to that measure of strength, how weak and 
wan and worn are many believers in this 
rushing day. "Sit" and "still" . . . those 
would appear to be the two most difficult 
words in their vocabulary which is mark-
ed large with such words as "rush-and-go", 
"hither-and-yon", "up-and-out". And the 
same measure of strength is indicated in 
another word, "In quietness and in con-
fidence shall be your strength" (Isa. 30: 
15). Here is the indication of "the Lord's 
confidence men". But to possess this with 
quietness appears a possession which must 
be relegated to a former day when life ap-
pears slower and less filled with impor-
tance. But there is still the central thought 
of strength, and for all dispensational dab-
blings with such texts, we are yet without 
strength, a taunt of mockery to the sin-
fully strong of this wicked day. 
But there is the pronouncement of 
heavenly blessing in connection with these 
things, and we can ill afford to lose out on 
that. Heavenly blessing is not bestowed 
according to earthly standard and measure, 
and even some of the most fundamental of 
believers have missed out on that. Their 
own concepts of heavenly business has 
clouded their hearts to the measure of the 
heavenly blessing, and there is yet a lack 
and a loss e'en in the midst of labourings 
most ardent. These need to study the two 
former texts, and then link them together 
with this word of the prophet, "Blessed are 
all they that wait for Him" (Isa. 30:18) . 
Whatever we may choose to think and re-
gard of the waiting, there is yet the fact 
that blessing is wrapt up therein, and 
awaits the man or woman in Christ who 
would lay hold upon it. Perhaps our work 
would prosper the more if the preciousness 
of this truth permeated the texture of the 
tasks. 
And after all, it is not the most imprac-
tical thing on the face of the earth! The 
craftsman in the shop must often pause in 
the designs and return to the office for the 
viewing of the blueprint and for further 
instruction. And shall we do less as crafts-
man engaged in the greatest design in the 
universe . . . the design of heralding 
the unsearchable riches of the glorious 
Gospel of our Lord and Saviour Jesus 
Christ? The soldier out in the heat of 
battle must yet keep a place of remem-
brance for the General at Headquarters 
and govern operations accordingly. All 
soldiers cannot be generals!—and for 
Christian soldiers, there is only One 
General, and He is the Glorious One of the 
Heavenly Headquarters. We must keep in 
touch that we keep in tune. A living line 
to headquarters carries the love line out 
into the field of operation. "Blessed are 
all they that wait for Him." 
This is not only practical, but tremen-
dously vital, beloved. There needs be the 
waiting, so that the radiance of that session 
spent in communion with the living Lord 
be stamped full-breath across the features, 
and made known to sinners in the streets. 
The Christian who often pauses always 
serves as the richer preacher. The sight 
of the Saviour is the most satisfying ser-
l 
mon. And where there is more of waiting, 
there needs be less of words, for that wait-
ing will carry its own wonder. Sinners 
see the Saviour in the sight of the saint 
who has verily seen the Saviour in the ser-
vice of the waiting before His Presence. 
It is tragic that a good deal of modern 
professing Christianity, can only think in 
terms of working and labouring. There 
is a good deal of sorry scurrying and 
fruitless flying forth. There needs be the » 
solid base and the deeper foundation. 
"Communion" and "meditation" are yet 
words of power as well as of preciousness. 
Isaiah of old was quite up-to-date for the 
prescription that fits many of our funda-
mental foibles; and were he to return to-
dayf I believe that he would sound forth 
his inspired word with renewed emphasis— 
"Blessed are all they that wait for Him". 
For the tragic truth is, beloved, that many 
of us simply do not so wait and seek His 
precious Face. We are so very banefully 
busy! 
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Editorial 
"SANCTIFICATION IN THE TRUTH" 
I N CHRIST'S great high priestly prayer re-corded in John 17, Christ first prayed 
for the Author (Himself) of salvation, and 
then, for the instruments (the disciples) 
of the work, and finally, he prays for the 
object (the world) of it. Our present inter-
est is found in the seventeenth verse, 
"Sanctify them in Thy truth: Thy word is 
truth." Here we will note three words— 
"Sanctify", "Truth" and "Word." 
First we shall consider the word "truth". 
The Truth in which the disciples are to be 
sanctified refers to the whole Christian 
revelation. The disciples were already in 
the truth, since they had believingly ac-
cepted the Word of God given to them by 
Christ, and had kept it (17:6,12). Now He 
prays that God will not only keep them in 
the truth but yet further: He prays that 
God will sanctify them in the truth. 
Now what does the word sanctify rnean? 
It means "to make holy, to render sacred 
or morally and spiritually pure to cleanse 
from sin." Furthermore, it means "to set 
apart for holy purposes; to consecrate." 
Jesus meant all this—and more than any 
verbal definition can suggest. Sanctifica-
tion like any other Christian experience is 
better felt than told. 
There is a clear distinction between the 
two works of grace. One holiness writer 
puts it like this: "Repentance had to do 
with that which is wrong, consecration has 
to do with that which is right. Repentance 
is forsaking evil, consecration is present-
ing that which is good to God." 
In the Old Testament consecration is a 
ritual act; in the New Testament it is a 
spiritual act. It is the consecration of the 
heart and will to God. Consecration is 
man's part. Sanctification is God's part. 
When man wholly yields his heart and will 
to God the Holy Spirit cleanses him from 
the sin of carnality and equips the believer 
with greater divine illumination, power, 
courage, joyfulness, love and inspiration. 
Furthermore, Jesus explains in conjunc-
tion with the sanctification in the truth. 
"Thy word is truth". We understand, that 
the Master is describing the place of the 
Bible as the Word of God in its relation to 
the 'blessing of entire sanctification by 
means of which we are made holy. Refer-
ence to the "Word" here is meant God's 
revelation as a whole, not any single utter-
ance or a collection of utterances (John 3 : 
34) . Thus we are sanctified in the truth 
of God's Word and His Word is the great 
expression or the essence of His truth. 
The witness of the Spirit to our sancti-
fication comes then by faith and obedience 
to the truth of God's Word. To express 
it theologically, "We are sanctified instru-
mentally by the Word of God (John 17: 
L7), efficaciously by the blood of Jesus 
Christ (Hebrews 13:12), conditionally by 
faith (Acts 26:18) , and efficiently by 
the Holy Ghost (15:16) ." 
In support of the petition for the sanc-
tification of the disciples, there now fol-
lows two motives for its being granted. (1) 
that they might have the endowment of 
power to carry out the work entrusted to 
them; (v. 18) (2) and the fact that Christ 
does for Himself that which He prays for 
the Father to do for His disciples (v.19). 
For as Christ could not execute His mis-
sion without the divine consecration (John 
10:36), so neither could they who were 
sent by Him. 
This spiritual experience of holy purity, 
endowment, and equipment for our calling 
is one which our age desperately needs. 
The church can do little without men and 
women who have the Baptism of the Holy 
Ghost and fire (Luke 3:16,17). We have 
the revelation of God's truth, therefore we 
ought to be sanctified. —/ . F. L. 
Eternal Love 
F. J. Taylor 
If all Niagara's waters clear 
Were formed of one angelic tear 
Shed for this world of human sin, 
It would not let one sinner in 
To that fair land of Paradise. 
Only His Blood could pay the price— 
His Blood who came from realms of light, 
To conquer death, put Hell to flight, 
Only .divine, eternal love 
Could bring our Saviour from above. 
If all Niagara's waters deep 
Were human tears, of those who weep 
For all transgression since the Fall, 
They could not cancel sin at all, 
Could not redeem on,e single soul, 
Nor lead one to the Heavenly goal. 
Only one way, and that by grace, 
Can we attain the Heavenly place; 
The only sacrifice for sin 
Is Jesus' Blood—Come, enter in! 
Three Reasons for not Being 
An Infidel 
\ once met a thoughtful scholar, says 
Bishop Whipple, who told me that for four 
years he had read every book he could 
find which assailed the religion of Jesus 
Christ. And he said he should have be-
come an infidel if it had not been for 
three things. 
First, I am a man. I am going some-
where. To-night I am a day nearer the 
grave than I was last night. I have read 
all that such hooks can tell me. They 
shed not one solitary ray of light upon the 
darkness. They shall not take away the 
only guide and leave me stoneblind. 
Secondly, I had a mother. I saw her 
go down into the dark valley where I am 
going and she leaned upon an unseen arm 
as calmly as a child goes to sleep on the 
breast of its mother. I know that was not 
a dream. 
Thirdly (and he said it with tears in his 
eyes), I have three motherless daughters. 
They have no protector but myself. I 
would rather kill them than leave them in 
this sinful world if you should blot out 
from it all the teachings of the gospel. 
The Greatest Man Who 
Ever Lived 
"Here is a man who was born in an 
obscure village, the child of a peasant 
woman. He grew up in an obscure village. 
He worked in carpenter shop until He was 
thirty, and then for three years He was an 
intinerant teacher. He never wrote a book 
He never held an office. He never owned a 
home. He never had a family. He never 
went to college. He never traveled two 
hundred miles from the place where He 
was born. He never did one of the things 
that usually accompany greatness. He had 
no credentials but Himself. He had 
nothing to do with this world except the 
power of His divine manhood. While still 
a young man, the tide of popular opinion 
turned against Him. His friends ran away. 
One of them denied Him. He was turned 
over to His enemies. He went through the 
mockery of a trial. He was nailed upon a 
cross between two thieves. His executioners 
gambled for the only piece of property 
He had ,on earth while He was dying—His 
coat. When He was dead He was taken 
down and laid in a borrowed grave 
through the pitv of a friend. 
"Nineteen wide centuries have come and 
gone, today He is the centerpiece of the 
human race and and the Leader of the 
column of progress. I am far within the 
mark when I say that all the armies that 
ever marched, and all the navies that ever 
were built, and all the parliaments that ever 
sat, and all the kings that ever reigned, 
put together, have not affected the life of 
man upon this earth as powerfully as has 
THAT ONE SOLITARY LIFE." 
.—Bishop Phillips Brooks. 
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The Lost Art 
of Worship 
and how to find it again 
Rev. Robert W. Battles 
Pastor, Ottawa (Canada) Gospel Tabernacle 
Q L E A S E turn with me to Psalm 95, verses 
• 6 and 7. and you will find the words of 
my text :—"0 come, let us worship and 
bow down: let us kneel before the Lord 
our maker. For he is our God; and we are 
the people of his pasture, and the sheep of 
his hand." 
We understand of course that by wor-
ship is meant reverence and homage paid 
to that which we feel deserves it. 
I submit my own definition of worship 
in an attempt to encompass the subject 
announced, and thereby present it to you 
in the language of the heart. 
Worship is that act and attitude on the 
part of God's children wherein and where-
by they acknowledge His sovereignty, at-
tempt to render to Him the homage and 
reverence that is His due, acknowledge 
their indebtedness to him and thank Him 
for His mercies, and are silent betimes to 
listen to His voice. Worship reaches its 
highest degree when we are so overcome 
with the sense of God's transcendent glory 
that we are "lost in wonder, love and 
praise." 
Often worship takes the form of spon-
taneous, unstudied response that results 
when the windows of the soul have been 
flung open, and the light of God's smile 
and the warm, gentle breath of His Spirit 
come upon us. 
The text before us teaches us that we 
are capable of worshiping. If we were in-
capable of worship God would not have de-
manded it. for He does not demand the im-
possible. Notice also that worship in-
volves even our posture, posture of soul 
and body. We are summoned to bow down, 
to kneel, and we realize, of course, that 
there can be that bowing down of the 
heart, that posture of the soul which be-
comes us when we worship, and which is 
possible even at times when we cannot bow 
the knee. Finally, we see that worship in-
volves identity and relationship—"He is 
our God; and we are (his) . . . people." 
Worship is largely a lost art in our dav. 
because the lack of Bible preaching has re-
sulted in the people of God having a con-
ception of God that falls far short of what 
God really is. An inadequate conception 
of God does not evoke worship. 
The liturgical church has the forms of 
worship—a great wealth of them, in fact, 
but the emphasis on liturgy has resulted 
in a de-emphasis on the kind of preaching 
that sets forth God in His glory, in His 
beauty, in His majesty, and power. To in-
duce a mood, the gloom of the sepulchre 
sometimes prevades the sanctuary. A great 
wealth of symbolism is evidenced in the 
architecture and furnishings, yet worship 
is often heartless and cold because the God 
of the Bible is not set forth in emphatic, 
positive, expository Bible preaching. The 
man of God has become more a priets than 
a preacher, more a cog in the ecclesiastical 
machinery than a living prophet of God on 
fire because he has been at the burning 
bush. 
We of the evangelical persuasion 
have swung to the other extreme and have 
become almost boisterous in the conduct 
of our services. I fell we are prone at 
times to become too familiar with God (of 
course, you know that I know that this is 
impossible in the right and proper sense) ; 
we have lost the sense of His awesome 
majesty. We have wanted to be free, and 
in our freedom we have become irreverent, 
and irreverence is not conducive to spirit-
ual worship. 
It is not my privilege to minister to the 
liturgical church, and they would not take 
my advice if I gave it. I want, however, 
publicly to a c k n o w l e d g e my in-
debtedness to the great and scholarly 
divines of the liturgical church whose writ-
ings have shed abundant light upon the 
Scriptures. But they are for the most part 
men of yesterday. I hope I am not over-
generalizing when I say honestly that the 
modern liturgical church is not producing 
great Bible preachers. In fact, I have no 
way of being sure that they want to. Since 
I am not preaching to the liturgical 
church, but to a church of the evangelical 
persuasion, I would make application of 
the words of my text to us right here in 
Ottawa this morning. 
The words of my text, setting forth as 
they do a call to worship, may be viewed 
for our purpose is this way: First we see 
God's wonder: secondly, God's worth, and 
thirdly, mans will. 
God's wonder needs to be seen as trans-
cendent. God's worth we need to acknow-
ledge. Our wills need to be yielded. With-
out these three elements worship is impos-
sible. 
God's transcendent wonder overcomes us 
when we see what He is. God's worth is 
acknowledged when we see what He has 
done. And the yielding of our will brings 
us into the relationship made possible be-
cause of what He is, and what he has done. 
Now let us allow God by His Spirit to 
show us His transcendent wonder. 
Here we tread softly, for can man by 
searching find out who God is, what He is? 
I reverently answer that we can, but only 
because God in His all wise providence has 
revealed Himself. 
God has revealed Himself in creation, 
and there we see His power. God has re-
vealed Himself in Christ, and there we see 
His love. God has revealed Himself in 
His Word, and there we see His power, His 
love, His redeeming grace. God's Word is 
the mirror which shows us ourselves as 
the objects of His redeeming love and 
grace. In His Word is the certain promise 
that undergirds us with the assurance that 
whom He has loved and redeemed He will 
keep by His power. 
God in His Word has been so gracious 
and so condescending as to accommodate 
Himself to the use of language and terms 
which rational man may understand, if 
indeed rational man is of the frame of 
heart to want to do so. 
God is the eternal, uncreated, self-exis-
tent Creator. He is not limited by time or 
space. You see, our attempt to see God 
the infinite is assisted as we see what God 
is not, when we see that He is not bound 
or confined by any of the limitations that 
hem us in. God is never "cribbed, cabined, 
and confined." Men are, but not God. 
(Continued on page fifteen) 
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Human Traits 
That are a Source of Danger to Christian Experience 
Warren C. Mclntire 
As PASTOR and evangelist, I have sought an answer to this question: What is 
back of the weakness and failure of our 
saved people? Is God's grace inadequate? 
Is His redemptive work inefficient? Is it 
God's fult? The answer is NO! Then, 
where is the fault? It is in certain human 
traits that spoil one's influence for Christ 
and hinder the work of the Church. 
These traits are not carnal, they are 
human traits, natural to the individual. 
Full salvation imparts divine life and 
thoroughly renovates the whole moral 
nature, but there remains one's human 
nature that needs a more or less thorough 
working over, if one is to be a good and 
useful Christian. 
It is each believer's personal duty to 
work over his human traits; changing, re-
adjusting or regulating them so as to de-
velop a Christlike character. Part of the 
Holy Spirit's ministry is to help jhe be-
liever do this. 
Here are some natural traits that need at-
tention. 
Credulity: a disposition to believe with-
out sufficient evidence. A credulous per-
son is constantly in danger of accepting 
and believing reports concerning people 
and events that have little or no basis in 
fact, thus forming unwarranted opinions, 
becoming suspicious of a brother, even 
judging the innocent guilty. This is 
definitely wrong and will seriously hurt 
one's spiritual life. See to it that your dis-
position to credulity is definitely checked. 
Your spiritual survival is at stake. 
Curiosity: a tendency to be inquisitive 
about matters that do not concern one. 
This trait is very pronounced in some peo-
ple. Their questions invade personal priv-
acy and pry into family affairs. By their 
inquisitiveness they infringe on the rights 
of others and often work havoc. This tres-
pass is only part of the harm done: gos-
sip finishes the deadly work. Unless this 
trait is properly restrained and regulated 
it will most certainly spoil your Christian 
experience for it is completely contrary to 
true godliness. 
Technical: a disposition to be exact on 
small points, often of little consequence. 
Some people are built this way; it is 
natural to them. But this trait can cause 
much confusion and disharmony. I know 
a godly man, member of a camp meeting 
board, who invariably insisted on a re-
wording of every resolution, an improving 
of every suggestion, a revision of every 
plan. He was a great trial to those associ-
ated with him and this unrestrained trait 
definitely limited his usefulness. This trait 
needs strong restraint and regulation lest 
it do harm to the one having it, to others 
and to the cause of Christ. 
Hastiness: a tendency to ill-considered, 
impetuous, rash action. Some people are 
built on this style. This trait is a natural 
part of their makeup. But it is a serious 
handicap to Christian experience. Unless 
it is definitely changed or restrained it will 
wreck any man's spiritual life. Under its 
push you will jump to conclusions, make 
impulsive decisions, be impetuous in ac-
tion, say or do the things that is rash. All 
this means trouble spiritually and other-
wise. David's wise son said: "He that 
ruleth (regulates) his spirit is better than 
he that taketh a city." 
Dilatoriness: a tendency to delay, post-
pone, be neglectful. I know a Christian 
man: I am sure he means well. But he is 
dilatory: the trait was born in him. I have 
stayed in his home. Both faucets on the 
bath tub were out of order: "I have been 
too busy to repair them," he told me. 
Some of the blinds did not roll: "I can 
not seem to get around to fix them," he 
said. The switch on a light fixture was 
broken: "I intended to get that fixed before 
now," he excused. A door knob was loose, 
another was gone: "I ought to take time to 
fix them," he explained. This trait car-
ries over into his Christian experience. 
Needed spiritual repairs do not receive 
prompt attention hence his spiritual life 
is not what it could and should be. This 
natural trait must be definitely changed, 
taken in hand and positively regulated, if 
one wants to survive as a Christian. 
Inconstancy: changeable, variable, fitful. 
Inconstancy is born in some people. By 
nature they are changeable; they lack 
steadfastness. This trait carries over into 
a man's Christian life. He gets enthused 
about private prayer or the family altar, 
bilt he does not carry on until a regular 
practice is established. His interest wanes 
and then he gets enthused about some other 
aspect of the Christian life, but that passes 
in a short while. He sees his weakness and 
starts to do better, but this does not last 
long. The result is his Christian life is 
up and down; it lacks steadfastness and 
his influence is seriously discounted. These 
cases end in backsliding if a positive and 
persistent effort is not made, by the Lord's 
help, to change this trait. 
Superficiality: Superficial in character 
meSns shallow, lack of depth; a lack of 
earnestness, seriousness, or sustained con-
cern. Some people are born with this un-
fortunate trait. It marks their personality 
and characterizes their whole life and ac-
tivity. By the mercy of God some of this 
type get saved, but their Christian experi-
ence lacks depth. They live a shallow type 
of Christian life.. A normal, well developed 
Christian life can not be built out of this 
sort of material. But diligent and prayer-
ful effort, by God's help, can do much to 
remake this unfortunate trait and develop 
an earnest type of life that will give vital 
spiritual depth and strength. It is either 
get help from the Lord to do this or likely 
backslide. 
Quick Spoken: This is a tendency to 
speak on impulse, to express an opinion 
or judgment on little evidence. Doing this, 
one is apt to be more often wrong than 
right. To speak on impulse is never wise. 
Snap judgment is seldom correct. This 
human trait, natural to not a few people 
is poison to Christian experience. By the 
Lord's help this trait can and must be 
changed. To not change it invites back-
sliding. To do something about it means 
an otherwise good Christian experience 
will be saved from wreckage. Its serious-
ness permits no delay. 
Industrious: means active, busy,diligent. 
The industrious person is in danger of be-
ing so busy that the Bible, private prayer, 
the family altar, public worship at God's 
House and Christian service will be crowd-
ed out. Unless this trait is carefully regu-
lated so that a fair portion of time is given 
to God and spiritual things, backsliding is 
inevitable. But an honest desire, sincere 
prayer and conscientious effort can so 
regulate this trait as to produce a balanced 
Christian life and service, a very fine type 
of Christian. 
Lazy: Taking it easy, avoiding effort. In 
the case of laziness there is no place for 
regulation; change is an absolute necess-
ity. Not many lazy people .become Chris-
tians for the Christian life is a wide awake, 
active life of diligent application. The 
stronger this trait is the less likelihood 
(Continued on page fifteen) 
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Finding Life's Companion 
SOUNDS of quarrelling floating upstairs smote raspingly upon Ellen Miller's 
eardrums as she knelt before a low chair 
trying to pray. Prayer was a new thing for 
the fourteen-year-old girl kneeling there in 
the darkness, for she had been a Christian 
less than a month, and tonight it was 
especially hard for Uncle Fred and Aunt 
Nora were having an unusually strident 
time and their voices were distracting. 
For six months, since her parents were 
killed in an automobile accident, Ellen had 
lived m her uncle's home, and in time she 
might have been quite happy there if it 
had not been for the friction between Uncle 
Fred and Aunt Nora. 
"I wonder if I will quarrel with my hus-
band like that," mused Ellen, then on 
second thought exclaimed, "Oh, I hope 
not!" 
"Why not pray about i t ? " whispered the 
Holy Spirit. Ellen did not know His voice 
as yet but she felt a warmth in her heart at 
the gentle whisper. 
"Why, yes, I believe I will, although I 
never heard of anyone praying about that, 
I don't see why it wouldn't be a good thing 
to do," she said to herself. 
Then very seriously she prayed, "Jesus, 
please do not let me make a mistake about 
marrying when the time comes." 
Ellen thought much about these things in 
the next several weeks and gradually added 
to her prayer, "Dear God, please find the 
one you want me to marry sometime, and 
take care of him now, and make us ready 
for each other." 
Several years slipped by, during which 
Ellen developed into consecrated woman-
hood, never neglecting this prayer and 
ever keeping her mind and heart open 
Godward concerning her love. She made 
many friends and several of the boys 
sought her love, Ellen felt a strong sense 
of being strangely kept, and was rejoiced 
thereby, knowing that her prayer was be-
ing heard. 
One spring morning ten years after Ellen 
had first prayed about marriage, she took 
her Bible and went for a walk in the woods 
not far from her home. She sat upon the 
stump of an old tree, and with the sym-
phony of awakening life about her, she 
began to read. When she came to the 
words: "Watch and pray lest ye enter into 
temptation"—they stood out above all 
others. Ellen was amazed for this was a 
new experience, but soon she knew by the 
burning in her heart that the Holy Spirit 
was warning her concerning some future 
event. 
Ellen promptly .obeyed and in the en-
suing weeks spent extra time in prayer and 
Bible study, storing up strength for the 
future from the divine contact. 
A month later while visiting a friend 
Ellen met Edward Owens, a handsome 
young man with a magnetic personality. 
Further acquaintance proved him to be all 
that could be desired in a man except that 
he was not a Christian. His devotion to 
Ellen was immediate and serious, and 
Ellen responded with the hope that Edward 
was the one for her. 
While in prayer one night Ellen's inner 
ear caught the voice of the Holy Spirit say-
ing, "This is that temptation." Ellen gasp-
ed with surprise, and for a short time there 
was a sharp struggle, but the stored-up 
strength functioned perfectly and present-
ly she knew with a great gladness that she 
wanted God's plan above all else even if 
it did not include Edward Owens. 
Quietly then Ellen responded from the 
depths of her willing heart. "Yes, my 
Lord, thy will is my will! I thank Thee 
that Thou hast prepared me for this test.'' 
The crucial hour came the next night 
when on a walk on the beach with Edward. 
As he told her fervently of his love. The 
love for him in her own heart made the 
temptation almost too much, but again the 
stored-up strength, with her silent prayer, 
was her stay. Quietly but firmly she made 
him know that her "no" was final. 
The next day Ellen left for Seattle to 
nurse a relative through a long convales-
cence. During the busy weeks that fol-
lowed Ellen was surprised and glad to 
realize that all the love she had for Edward 
Owens was disappearing. But in its place 
came the longing to know the one that the 
Lord had chosen for her. 
One day when the desire to know him 
was especially strong she went to the se-
cret place of prayer with her burden. 
"Lord, if it can be in thy will please bring 
to me the one I have prayed for these many 
years soon, very soon." 
A week later upon answering the door 
bell Ellen faced a young man, a stranger, 
who said he was Richard Dean. He had 
recently come from an eastern state to 
study at the state university, and was call-
ing on some of his mother's old friends of 
whom Ellen's patient was one. 
Richard Dean became a frequent caller 
and early it was evident that Ellen was 
his chief interest, although Ellen had no 
positive assurance that Richard was the 
Lord's choice for her she felt a sweet bene-
diction on the friendship. Richard proved 
to be all that could be desired in Christian 
manhood, and not many weeks had passed 
before Ellen knew that her heart was his 
completely. 
There came a day when Ellen felt that 
she must have a positive assurance of 
God's plan for her. She went to the Lord 
and with faith prayed, "My Lord, I thank 
Thee for past clear leadings; I come to 
Thee now to obtain knowledge as to thy 
plan for Richard and me. I am wholly 
thine; make me know in the midst of my 
heart whether or not Richard is thy choice 
for me." 
Instantly a radiant knowing filled her 
being as the Holy Spirit made her to know 
beyond any doubt that Richard was indeed 
the right one. Ellen's heart was full of 
singing as she rose from her knees. 
When Richard called that night—well, 
what transpired is too sacred to share. 
Suffice it to say that six months later at a 
beautiful wedding where Ellen worship-
ped, Richard Dean took Ellen Miller for 
his wife. 
On the evening of the fifteenth anniver-
sary of that wedding day Richard and 
Ellen Dean sat side by side on the daven-
port before the open fire in their pretty 
home. Ten-year old David and six-year 
old Ruth were asleep. The fellowship be-
tween the hearts of husband and wife was 
too sacred to yield to mere words so they 
sat thus for many minutes. 
After a time Ellen broke the silence, 
"Richard, it does so pay to let God lead 
about marriage; it seems that we love each 
other more with each passing year. It is 
a pity that more Christian young people 
do not know how definitely He will lead if 
they will give Him a chance." 
Richard drew his wife closer as he re-
plied, "Yes, dear, that is all true. We 
have met the same testings that all married 
people meet, but God has helped us so that 
we are closer to each other and to Him for 
having them. How many more happy 
homes there would be if the Lord were 
given the place He should have in the 
selection of the companion as well as in the 
home that is built after the wedding." 
•—Selected. 
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Y STORY is not one of boastful pride, 
but of witness to the goodness of the 
God who ever hears and answers the inter-
cessory, pleading prayers of a Christian 
mother. My son, Jacob DeShazer, is a liv-
ing example of what the Lord can do for 
any mother who really "gets hold of God" 
for the solving of every trial and problem 
in the rearing of sons and daughters. 
My son became a soldier of the United 
States, and was assigned to duty in the air 
corps. After basic training at various air 
fields, he was in 1942 assigned to secret 
duty in special training for one of the most 
dangerous missions on which American 
airmen ever flew. 
I saw Jacob in Portland in March, 1942 
little realizing what the future held in 
store for him and the family. From Port-
land he returned to a southern training 
base, and a few letters were received from 
him. Then one day the letter and packages 
I had sent him were returned, and we knew 
not where he had been transferred. 
After Jacob had been gone several 
weeks, I awakened suddenly one night with 
a strange feeling like unto being dropped 
down, down, down through the air. Oh, 
the terrible burden that weighted my soul! 
I prayed and cried out to God in my dis-
tress. Suddenly the burden was gone, and 
I drifted off into an untroubled sleep, 
something unusual for me. (Comparing the 
time here with the time in occupied China, 
it was just the time when Jacob had had to 
parachute from his falling plane.) How I 
praise the Lord now, but of course then 1 
didn't realize or know what was taking 
place so far away. When we heard in the 
news that our airmen had been over Tokyo 
dropping bombs, little did I realize that 
my own precious boy was in the crew of 
one of the planes. 
The next thing that happened was when 
Portland Journal newsmen called us to 
find out something about our boy, and 
asked for his picture as one of the men tak-
ing part in the Doolittle raid over Tokyo. 
"No one can realize the agony, pain, and 
sorrow we suffered as we heard that the 
Japanese were holding him as prisoner, for 
the stories of the barbarous cruelty of the 
captors had been told again and again. 
One day when I was at home alone, I 
started to offer thanks for my little lunch 
when suddenly a terrible burden gripped 
me. I walked the floor praying, and then 
knelt beside a chair and cried unto the 
Lord, " 0 God, my heart just can't stand 
this any longer. Oh, give me something 
as a witness -or comfort. Oh, if Jacob were 
only saved and ready for Heaven!" Then 
in a most wonderful way I heard God 
speak, "I took care of him in this country; 
I can take care of him wherever he is." I 
said, "Yes, Lord, I know Thou canst do 
it."' And then. oh, praise the Lord, the 
burden was again lifted, and I was sure 
all the Japanese in Japan could not kill 
him if God wanted him to live. Oh, won-
derful, wonderful Savior! He is a God 
who hears and answers prayers, a present, 
living, eternal, heavenly Father. 
But a little later there came the renewal 
of another burden—the burden for Jacob's 
soul. If I could only know that he was 
saved, I could give him up if it should be 
God's will that I should never see him a-
gain. Again a promise came from God: 
'"For as the heavens are higher than the 
earth, so are my ways higher than your 
ways, and my thoughts than your 
thoughts."—Isa. 55:9. (It was about this 
time that God spoke to Jacob in his prison 
cell in Japan, and Jacob surrendered his 
life to Christ.) 
Another burden concerned Jacob's daily 
food. We knew not whether he was being 
starved, though the reports of the cruelty 
of the Japanese military indicated that no 
prisoner was ever given enough to more 
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than maintain life in the body. At times 
we would sit down to eat, and some one 
would remark, "I wonder if Jakie has any-
thing to eat," and we would leave the table 
with our food untouched. 
One day there came the awful news— 
the prisoners were all to be executed. I 
cried again unto the Lord, and again He 
spoke to me, saying, "His angels .do watch 
over him." Well I thought, what better 
company could he have? (Quote from 
Thirty Seconds Over Tokyo by Ted Law-
son: "The Japanese captured two of our 
crews. Later, when they bragged about it 
ever the air, and said they had convicted 
our fellows of 'inhuman acts,' they men-
tioned only four men . . . They said at firs' 
that these men would be put to death if 
Japan were bombed again." Three weit 
executed by a firing squad, but Jacob 
DeShazer was spared through a mirack' 
of God.) 
Finally in August, 1945, the news flash-
ed over the radio that some of the Doolittle 
men had been found alive, and that our 
boy was one of them. Oh, the boundless 
joy! God had heard and answered my 
every prayer. 
When Jacob was returned to the United 
States, very thin and weak, I learned that 
God had not only spared his life, but had 
saved his soul in his prison cell, and then 
had called him to preach the everlasting 
glorious Gospel of redeeming love to th«: 
people of Japan. Yes, my every prayer 
had been answered: prayer for the preser-
vation of his life; prayer for the salvation 
of his soul; and prayer for God to use him 
for some useful service in life. Glorious, 
wonderful, living God—He is the ever de-
pendable trust for the heart of a praying 
mother. 
In conclusion, I plead with you parents 
—pray, pray, pray for your children. Hold 
them up daily at the Throne of God. He 
will not fail you if you have first given 
yourself wholly over unto Him.—Mrs. H. 
M. Andrus, in T H E BIBLE MEDITATION 
LEAGUE. 
De Shazer 
After reading the article on this 
page you may be interested in read-
ing the full account of this modern 
missionary miracle—the story of 
Jacob De Shazer who was captured 
by the Japanese during the Ameri-
can bombing of Tokyo and was held 
prisoner for 41 torturous months. De 
Shazer's reading of the Bible during 
his confinement resulted in a clear 
conversion that sent him back to his 
captors as an evangel of the Gospel 
of Jesus Christ. 
$2.00. per copy 
You may obtain your copy from 
your nearest Christian Light Press 
Bookstore. 
Nappanee, Indiana 
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B. 102M, Bulawayo, Southern Rhodesia, S. 
Africa. 
Mission: Elder and Sr. D. B. Hall, Sr. Beth 
L. Winger, Sr. Mabel Frey, Sr. Fannie 
Longenecker, Sr. Anna Kettering. 
Outstations: Elder and Sister Chester F. 
Wingert. 
Hospital: Elder (Dr.) and Sr. Alvan E. 
Thuma, Sr. Rhoda Lenhert, Sr. Lula Asper. 
Wanezi Mission, Outstations, Bible School: 
P. O. Box 5, Filabusi, Southern Rhodesia, S. 
Africa. 
Mission: Elder and Sr. Roy H. Mann, Elder 
and Sr. Bert E. Winger, Sr. Florence 
Hensel, Sr. Anna Wolgemuth. 
Outstations, Bible School: Elder and Sr. L. 
B. Sider, Sr. Anna Engle. 
Macha Mission: Choma, Northern Rhodesia, 
S. Africa: Elder and Sr. J. Elwood Hershey, 
Sr. Verna Ginder, Sr. Ruth Hunt, Sr. Verda 
Moyer. 
Sikalongo Mission: Choma, Northern Rhodesia, 
,S. Africa: Elder and Sr. David E. Climen-
haga, Sr. Anna Graybill, Sr. Edna Lehman, 
Sr. Annie Winger. 
Missionaries on Furlough 
,Sr. Naomi Lady, R. 2, Mechanicsburg, Pa., 
c/o H. H. Mann. 
Sr. Martha Kauffman, 411, 13th St. Abilene, 
Kansas. 
Sr. Mary C. Kreider, Campbelltown, Penna. 
Sr. Ethelda Eyer, Third Avenue, Upland, Cal. 
Sr. Emma Rosenberger, 300 Railroad Ave. 
Souderton, Penna. 
Bishop and Sr. H. H. Brubaker, Grantham, 
Pa. 
Sr. Anna Steckley, Gormley, Ontario. 
HOME MISSIONS 
Rural Missions 
Allisonia, Virginia (Fan-is Mines) Paul and 
Esther Snyder, Ida Lu Hane. 
Bloomfield, New Mexico (Brethren in Christ 
Navajo Mission) c/o Blanco Trading Post. 
Isaac and Nina Schmueker, Rosa Eyster, 
Dorothy Charles, Clara Meyer, Earl and 
Carol Hensel. 
Hollidaysburg, Pa. (Canoe Creek Mission), 
R. D. 2 Box 25'JA; Hollidaysburg, Telephone 
—51319; Paul and Esther George. 
Kentucky—Elam Dohner, Superintendent. 
Fairview Station, Ella, Ky. Elam and Helen 
Dohner, Esther Ebersole. 
G-arlin, Ky. Daniel and Marian Hoover, 
Elizabeth Hess. 
Knifley, Ky. Eli and Ruth Christener, Katie 
Rosenberger, Ruby Clapper. 
Meath Park Station (North Star Mission) 
Saskatchewan, Canada. Arthur and Verna 
Heise. 
Saxton, Pa.: Marion Walker, Pastor, Mary 
Stoner, Florence Faus. 
Tillsonburg (Houghton Mission), Ontario, 
Canada.: Telephone — Glenmeyer 22-14; 
Myrtle Steckley, Ruth Steckley, Ruth Keller. 
Frogmore: Alonza Vanatter, Pastor. 
Houghton Center: Basil Long, Pastor, 
Langton, Ontario, Canada. 
City Missions 
Buffalo Mission: 25 Hawley St., Buffalo 13. 
N. Y.; Telephone GRant 7706; Harry and 
Katie Buckwalter, Evelyn Frysinger. 
Chicago Mission: 6039 Halsted Street, 
Chicago 21, Illinois; Telephone—Wentworth 
6-7122; Carl J. Carlson, pastor, Avns 
Carlson, Alice Albright, Sara Brubaker, 
Grace Sider. 
Detroit (God's Love Mission) 1524 Third Ave., 
Detroit 26, Michigan: Residence—3986 Hum-
boldt, Detroit 8, Michigan; Telephone—Tyler 
5-1470: Harry Hock, pastor; Catherine Hock, 
Ruth Delhi, Ethel Heisey. 
Harrisburg (Messiah Lighthouse Mission) 
1175 Bailey St. Harrisburg, Pa; Telephone— 
Harrisburg 264SS; Joel Carlson, pastor; 
Faith Carlson, Elizabeth Kanode, Beulah 
Lyons, Janet Musser. 
Massiilon (Christian Fellowship Mision) 
118 South Avenue S. E. Massillon, Ohio; 
Telephone—2-3804; Eli Hostetler, pastor, 
Lydia Hostetler, Minnie Bicher. 
Philadelphia Mission: 3423 North Second 
Street, Philadelphia 40, Pa.; Telephone—NE 
4-6431; William Rosenberry, pasLor, Anna 
Rosenberry, Anita Brechbill, Erma Hoke. 
San Francisco (Life Line Gospel Mission) 
224 Sixth Street, San Francisco 3. Calif.; 
Residence—311 Scott St. San Francisco 17, 
Calif.; Harold Paulus, pastor, 313 Sjott St.; 
Janna Goins, Edith Davidson, Edith Yoder. 
Telephone UNderhill 1-4820. 
Stows Mission: 527 Glasgow Street, Stowe, Pa. 
Telephone-Pottstown 1211J; Cletus and 
Catherine Naylor. 
Welland Mission: 36 Elizabeth Street, Wel-
land, Ontario, Canada.; Telephone—3192; 
Earl Bossert, pastor; 268 Potomac St., 
Buffalo, N. Y.; V. Pauline Hess, Anna Henry. 
RADIO BROADCASTS 
CHVC, Niagara Falls, Ontario 1600 Kcs. 
"Call to Worship Hour" 
Each Sunday 9:00-9:30 A.M. 
CKPC, Brnntford, Ontario 1380 Kcs. 
"Brethren in Christ Hour" 
Each Sunday 2:00-2:30 P. M. 
WMPC, Lapeer, Michigan 1230 Kcs. 
First Thursday of every month 
12:00-1:00 P.M. 
Every Tuesday—transcription 
3:00-3:30 P. M. 
KOCS, Ontario, Calif. 1510 Kcs. 
"Morning Melodies" 
Each Sunday 10:00-10:15 A.M. 
WCHA, Chambersburg, Pa. 800 Kcs. 
"The Gospel Tide Hour" 
Each Sunday 7:30-8:00 A.M. 
WCHA, Chambersburg, Pa. 800 Kcs. 
"Gospel Words and Music" 
Each Saturday 12:35-1:0.0 P.M. 
WNAR, Norristown, Pa. 1110 Kcs. 
"Gospel Words and Music" 
Each Sunday 2:30-3:00 P.M. 
WLBR. Lebanon, Pa. 1270 Kcs. 
"Gospel Words and Music" 
Each Saturday 12:35-1:00 P.M. 
WKJG, Fort Wayne, Indiana 1380 Kcs. 
"Gospel Words and Music" 
Each Sunday 8:00-8:30 A.M. 
WAND, Canton, Ohio 900 Kcs. 
"Christian Fellowship Mission" 
Each Sunday 12:30-1:00 P.M. 
WPFB, Middletown, Ohio 910 Kcs. 
"Gospel Lighthouse Hour" 
Each Sunday 8:00-8:30 A.M. 
WBUX, Quakertown, Pa. 1570 Kcs. 
"Sunday Bible Hour" 
Each Sunday 12:30-1:00 P.M. 
WLXW, Carlisle, Pa. 1380 Kcs. 
"The Verse for the Day" 
Each Sunday 8:05-8:20 A.M. 
WLBR, Lebanon, Pa. 1270 Kcs. 
"The Living Hope Program" 
Each Saturday 2:00-2:30 P.M. 
WVAM, Altoona, Pa. 1430Kcs. 
"Youth Crusaders Hour" 
Each Sunday 8:30-9:00 A. M. 
KFGQ, Boone, Iowa 1260 Kcs. 
"Gospel Hour Broadcast" 
Sun., 9:00-9:30 A.M. & Thurs. 4:15-4:45 P.M. 
"Moulding" 
A woman who had been buffeted by in-
explicable circumstances complained thus 
about her supposedly hard lot in life: "Oh, 
I would to God I had never been made!" 
"Why," replied the friend, "my dear 
child, you are not yet made; you are only 
being made, and now you are quarreling 
with God's process!" 
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Love Feasts THE PRECIOUS BLOOD OF CHRIST 
Ontario 
Howick Sept. 1 
Nottawa and Frog-more Sept. 8-9 
Wainfleet Sept. 15-16 
Boyle and Rosebank Sept. 22-23 
Welland and Markham Sept. 29-30 
Cheapside and Bertie Oct. 6-7 
Springvale Oct. 13-14 
New York 
Clarence Center Sept. 16 
Services will begin at 2:30 and at 7 p.m. 
Michigan 
Rust Sept. 22-23 
Mooretown Sept. 29-30 
Leonard Oct. 6-7 
Detroit Oct. 14 
Gladwin Oct. 20-21 
Merrill Oct. 27-28 
Carland District Meeting and 
Love Feast Nov. 2-3-4 
Atones for the soul. Lev. 17:11 
Brings us into the covenant of grace. 
Matt: 26:28 
Cleanses from all sin. I John 1:7 
Delivers God's people from Judgment 
Ex. 12:13 
Everlasting in its value. Heb. 13:20 
Furnishes the only ground of peace with 
God. Col. 1:20 
Gives access into His presence. Heb. 10:19, 
20 
Has obtained for us redemption. Eph. 1:7 
Imparts Eternal Life. John 6:54 
Justifies us in the sight of God. Rom. 5:9 
Keeps us in the Holy of Holies. Heb. 9:22-
26 
Links us to God's electing purpose. 
I Pet. 1:2 
Makes us nigh to Him. Eph. 2:13 
Never, needs to be offered again. Heb. 9:12 
Overcomes the power of Satan. Rev. 12:11 
Purges the conscience from dead works. 
Heb. 9:14 
Quenches the righteous wrath ,of God. 
Rom. 3:25 
Redeems us from our ruined state. I Pet. 
1:18, 19 
Speaketh better things. Heb. 12:24 
Tunes the voice to a new song. Rev. 5:9 
Unites us in Christian Communion I Cor. 
10:16 
Victorious over tribulation. Rev. 7:14 
Washes us from our sins. Rev. 1:5 
Yields the price for the Church. Acts 20:28 
Weddings 
MYERS-HEEFNER—On Saturday, June 30, 
at 2:00 o'clock in the afternoon, in the Hollo-
well Brethren in Christ Church, were united 
in marriage Peggy Heefner, daughter of Mr. 
and Mrs. Wilbur Heefner, Greencastle, R. 3, 
and Charles A. Myers, Jr., son of Brother and 
Sister Charles Myers, Greencastle, R. 2. The 
ceremony performed by Rev. Eber B. Dourte, 
assisted by Bishop Lester Myers, was witness-
ed by many relatives and friends. God's rich 
blessing will surely attend this couple, devoted 
both to each other and to Him. 
Obituaries 
COBER—Peter Anthony Cober was born in 
Vaughan Township, York County, Ontario, 
June 22, 1870, and died of a heart attack 
August 2, 1951. He was a grandson of the 
late Bishop Peter Cober. He was never mar-
ried and was the last of his family to survive. 
For a number of years he and his sister lived 
on the farm where he was born. After his 
sister died he made his home at different 
places. At the time of his death he was stay-
ing with Brother and Sister Amos Baker. 
In 1931, when Bishop J. Lyons was holding 
a meeting in Vaughan,' Brother Cober came 
out on the Lord's side and united with the 
Brethren in Christ. He remained true to the 
church to the end. 
The funeral was held a t the Vaughan 
Church, August 4. The service was conducted 
by Bishop Alvin Winger and E,lder P. J. Wiebe. 
Interment in adjoining cemetery. Brother 
Cober is survived by a number of cousins, 
nieces and nephews. 
MURRAY —• Kathryn Elizabeth Murray, 
daughter of Ira E. and Elizabeth Rankin Mur-
ray, entered into rest July 11, 1951, a t the 
home of her brother-in-law and sister, Mr. and 
Mrs. Everett Wilson, 820- Fifth Street, Lan-
caster, Pa. 
She was born in Morticville, Pa., and resided 
in Lancaster the past 26 years. She died at 
the age of 41 years. Beside her parents who 
reside at the Wilson home, she is survived by 
a brother, Mervin R., and three sisters, Edna, 
wife of Henry C. Fritsch, Alma, wife of 
Everett Wilson, all of Lancaster, and Esther, 
wife of Abram E. Greenawalt, Manheim, R. 2; 
also nieces and nephews. 
Kathryn had been an invalid for the past 
twenty-five years. Although suffering severely 
at times,-she bore it patiently and witnessed 
cheerfully to those who visited her. Her spirit 
of submission was a challenge to many who 
entered her home. Kathryn was saved in her 
home and became a member of the Lancaster 
congregation. 
Funeral services were held a t the Lancaster 
Brethren in Christ Church. 
'COME UNTO ME, ALL YE THAT LABOUR AND ARE HEAVY LADEN" 
NACHBARSCHAFTSHEIM 
(With Apologies to Edgar A. Guest) 
(Note to non-German readers: The long 
word which is the title of the poem is a 
German word which means, "A neighbor-
hood activities center," and is syllabal-
ized as follows: NACH-BAR-SCHAFTS-
HEIM.) 
I 
It takes a heap o' livin' in a nachbar-
schaftsheim home, 
A heap o' plans and programs, and you 
sometimes have to groan 
A"fore you really comprehend your proper 
roll, and deem 
That you have met the challenge of th' 
kaleidoscopic scene. 
It don't make any difference how much 
you have to do, 
How many people come for help, how cold 
or hot the stew— 
It ain't "Nachbarschaftsheim" to you, un-
till, somehow or other, 
You have the constant feeling that the 
work must go still farther. 
A nachbarschaftsheim atmosphere is 
so'mething that's not bought; 
It is, instead a permeating friendliness 
that's caught. 
There's got to be some clothing giv'n, and, 
too, some meat and bread, 
But both must be symbolical of a far 
richer spread 
Of food to feed and clothes to warm the 
body incorporeal; 
And songs are sung, and books are read; 
and pictures on the wall 
Recall the scenes of better days; Pastors 
point to Heav'n the gaze 
Of those whose needs are far beyond the 
power of man t'assuage. 
The children's hour, more vital far than 
any other phase 
Of nachbarschaftsheim love and life, pays 
off in many ways. 
The Women in their sewing groups sew 
patches on their clothes, 
But sew also their heart-wounds up and 
share their bitter woes, 
The universal language, Love, in one 
strong union ties 
The dozen different languages within our 
motely "Kreis." 
And then the social times togeth'r,—how 
cheerful and how bright! 
How sharp the contrast to "the camps" 
and all their dismal blight! 
From morning until evening they troop 
across your door 
To tell about their troubles and your 
sympathies implore, 
Until somehow you sort a' feel their stories 
are not fake, 
But are, instead, real cases of the univer-
sal ache. 
God gives us eyes; God give us ears; God 
give us hearts that beat 
In sympathetic rhythm with the man that's 
near defeat! 
The universal nature of a nachbarschaft-
sheim home 
Demands that universal Love be placed 
upon the throne! 
—Norman A. Wingert. 
(10) Evangelical Visitor 
With the Church 
In The Homeland 
G O D A N S W E R S PRAYER FOR 
REVIVAL IN C A L I F O R N I A CHURCHES 
Upland, California 
"God hath visited His people," Luke 7:16, 
has been literally and abundantly fulfilled 
during the past two weeks which Rev. John 
L. Rosenberry of Mount Joy, Pennsylvania, 
ministered as evangelist to the Upland con-
gregation from July 29 to August 12, in-
clusive. It was a special visitation of God 
in answer to prayer. 
Faithful prayers have been beseeching 
God for revival for a long time. For a 
number of years each Tuesday afternoon a 
number met together for prayer. Fori the 
past year or more there have been two and 
sometimes three prayer circles on Monday 
nights. From these God has heard the cry 
for revival. Individuals have carried heavy 
burdens of prayer for souls and for revival. 
When Brother Rosenberry came to minister 
the Word of God to our congregation, he 
and our pastor, Brother Riall Stump, en-
couraged and urged folks to attend prayer 
meetings each afternoon. People came until 
sometimes forty to fifty met together at 
2:30 in the afternoon for prayer. The Lord 
made those prayer meetings the power-
house of the revival by giving an unusual 
burden for souls and a spirit of prayer. 
Our evangelist as well as others carried a 
heavy burden for souls. Some folks re-
ceived definite help in those afternoon 
prayer meetings. Each evening at 7:10 
there was another prayer meeting before 
the services. 
There were a number of previous stirr-
ings, not hitherto reported to you, which 
contributed to the revival spirit. Last 
February, Dr. H. M. Couchenour, executive 
secretary of the National Holiness Associ-
ation, gave us a week of strong, holiness 
messages. Some folks prayed through to 
victory. Rev. Alvin Burkholder,. our spring 
evangelist, gave stirring messages that 
located sin, causing some to seek God. In 
April, Bishop Samuel Wolgemuth came to 
us with his report of the needs of India, 
the Philippines, and Japan. Young people, 
especially were deeply moved and stirred 
with the opportunities and responsibilities 
of giving the Gospel message to hungry 
hearts and of witnessing of and for Christ 
both at home and abroad. Many bowed at 
the altar of prayer, thereby expressing 
their consecration and willingness to obey 
God as He leads. As a result of that 
service, two of our local group began mak-
ing plans and preparations to pro to Janan. 
The farewell service of Pete Willms, Gordon 
Johnson and Royce Saltzman, added to the 
stirring process already begun. Later the 
messages of Bishop and Mrs. H. H. Bru-
baker and Martha Kaufman about the work 
in Africa, contributed to the feeling of 
" urgency in our midst. The message that 
our Lord is coming soon, spoken so often 
in the past months, has made us feel that 
time is short. . 
For three weeks prior to our meeting 
here, Brother Rosenberry held evangelistic 
services in the tent at the Chino church. 
Many of the Upland folks attended those 
meetings and received spiritual help and 
inspiration. That helped to stir the revival 
fires here. 
The full results of these prayers and 
messages are known to God alone. Brother 
Rosenberry's deep, practical messages on 
holiness were greatly appreciated. The 
saints were fed and unsanctified believers 
were made hungry for the experience which 
Brother Rosenberry so evidently enjoyed as 
woll as preached. His burden for souls, 
his loving and humble spirit touched hearts 
and endeared him to many. Former preju-
dices of some were broken down and for-
gotten. The Lord surely blessed and used 
our evangelist but God had another plan 
to cause a definite breaking down of resist-
ance, indifference, prejudice and pride. On 
Sunday morning, August 5, God poured out 
His Spirit in a most unusual way. Instead 
of preaching, Brother Rosenberry asked 
Sister Lady, our bishop's wife, to give ex-
pression to the vision God had given her 
with a special message for the Upland 
congregation. Her sweet, humble spirit and 
her evident burden for this people made 
the message doubly effective. With an in-
vitation from our evangelist, without song, 
people began going to the altar and pour-
ing out the needs of their .hearts. They 
came and continued coming until an esti-
mated seventy souls publicly sought God 
that morning. The expression was made 
that it was like Pentecost. The spirit of 
conviction carried over into the evening 
service and many others sought God. 
The Lord was very faithful in sending 
conviction. 'There were souls at the altar 
every night except the first night. One 
thing not usually seen here was character-
istic of this meeting—folks who did not 
receive the satisfaction they sought, re-
turned to the altar to seek God the second 
or third time. There were about twenty 
souls at the altar the closing night of the 
meetings which continued four nights longer 
than planned. Some are still seeking God 
since the meetings have closed. 
Brother Rosenberry taught healing for 
the body as well as for the soul. Many 
folks were anointed for bodily healing. 
There were reports of some very definite 
healings. One man testified that he was 
healed of a condition he had since birth 
and which has been a definite hindrance to 
him. Another was able to eat what was 
impossible before his healing. Another was 
relieved of pain in an injured foot. 
Many prayers have not been answered 
but our hearts are rejoicing over the many 
marvelous answers God has given. Folks 
are still praying and believing God fori con-
tinued manifestations of His power and 
blessing. There is a freedom in our services 
that has not been felt for a long time. "The 
Lord hath done great things for us where-
of we are glad." 
—Helen L. Bowers. 
Waynesboro, Pa. 
The Hollowell-WaynesboK) Bible School 
' convened this year July 23 and continued 
throughout August 13 at the Hollowell 
Church. Three tents and the school house 
were used, in addition to the church, for 
classrooms. The total enrollment for this 
year was 559 and the average attendance 
was 444. Ninety responded to the invitation 
to accept Christ. These represented 37 dif-
ferent congregations. 
Three buses were used to bring boys and 
girls, and older folks as well, to the Bible 
School. Anyone having room also brought 
folks in their cars. 
Our offering project was to buy rice for 
the Indian people in India. Fifteen cents 
will buy enough rice to feed an Indian for 
one day. These offerings totaled $263.25. 
In addition, $150.98 was given toward Bible 
School Expenses. 
We feel we have enjoyed another year 
of success in our Bible School. Much Gos-
pel seed has been sown as faithful teachers 
put forth their efforts. We give the honor 
and glory to the Lord Jesus for all that 
was accomplished. 
The regular Prayer Band met at the 
Hollowell Church, Tuesday evening, August 
14. 
The Hollowell Sunday School outing was 
held this year at Benedict's Woods on Mon-
day evening, August 13. The Young Peo-
ple enjoyed the evening playing ball while 
the smaller children played other games. 
The group enjoyed a period of fellowship 
singing choruses and then several prayers 
were offered at the close of the song serv-
ice. 
Baptismal services were held at Good's 
Dam Sunday morning, August 12. The fol-
lowing people from our congregation were 
baptized in the presence of many friends. 
Gladys Morgan, Lois and Janet Heefner, 
Dorothy Hykes, Mary and Harry Hykes and 
Iva Hykes. Of these, five were received into 
church membership. 
Mt. Pleasant 
Our Love Feast was held May 26-27 with 
Brother Dale Ulery as guest speaker. We 
keenlv felt the presence of the Lord as he 
brought us messages from the Word of God. 
On June 17, a baptismal service was 
held in Brother Jay Sherk's meadow. There 
were seven applicants and we thank God 
for his guidance in the lives of these young 
people. 
There was a Home Mission service at 
Mt Pleasant on June 24. Brother and Sister 
Warren Sherman and thein two children, 
Jesse and Judith Ann, were with us. They 
told us of their work at Waukena, Cali-
fornia. 
On August 19, we held our annual Harvest 
meeting with two of our local ministers 
serving as speakers. Brother C. H. Moyer 
(Continued on next page) 
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On The Foreign Field 
THE C H A L L E N G E - I M M E D I A T E 
To enter the lives of youri students and 
focus their attention on the importance of 
the CHRIST CENTERED LIFE, and to 
guide in this development during their 
school days, which upon completion will 
have become a part of them, is certainly an 
immediate challenge. Upon being assigned 
to the classroom, one sees that this sphere 
of service is of no mean importance. When 
one considers that all students graduating 
from the Teacher Training department 
leave to teach in one of our Outschools, 
where they are responsible for the spiritual 
welfare as well as the education of their 
pupils, the task of training becomes an all 
important task. 
The school at Matopo is really divided 
into three schools, the Day School, the Cen-
tral Primary School and the Teachen Train-
ing Institute. The total enrollment in these 
schools is 530. Of this number 319 are of 
the Matopo Community and come in daily 
to attend the morning Day School. This 
group is distributed throughout Sub A to 
Standard Four (grades one to six approxi-
mately). Besides furnishing these^ young-
sters with their first formal education, this 
school also gives the teachers in training 
an opportunity to do their practice teacning 
before taking a teaching position. Besides, 
reading, writing, and arithmetic and the 
other academic subjects, Bible and indus-
trial classes- are important phases in the 
training of these children. Distributed 
throughout this school are six African 
teachers who act as class teachers and 
supervisors of the teachers in training. 
The Central Primary School has a total 
enrollment of 152. These are all boy board-
ing students. The class range is Standards 
Four, Five, and Six, with one Standard 
Four class, two Standard Five classes, and 
two Standard Six classes. All classes are 
taught by African men teachers except the 
Bible classes fon Standard VI. These are 
taught by missionaries. The African teach-
ing staff includes five academic teachers 
and four industrial teachers. The industrial 
classes consist of work in carpentry, build-
ing, animal husbandry, agriculture, and 
forestry. The academic classes have much 
the same curricula as corresponding classi-
fications in the U. S. A. 
Any student passing Standard Six, boy 
or girl, and meeting all entrance require-
ments may enter the Teacher Training De-
partment. This year we have thirty-one in 
our first year of Teachen Training and 
twenty-four in the second year. These 
pupils are all taught byi missionaries, with 
few exceptions. The curriculum is divided 
into professional, cultural, industrial, and 
Bible subjects. Upon the completion of this 
course they are given the P.T.P.C. degree 
(Primary Teachers' Provisional Certificate). 
This qualification enables them to teach 
any class up to Standard IV. 
One often trembles when in a Doctrine or 
Christian Workers class to think that the 
training herein received will probably be 
the most thorough Bible teaching these 
young people will ever receive. This is an 
all important task of the teachers here at 
Matopo. Pray for those who are standing 
by in the training departments that wisdom 
from on high may be theirs. Pray for our 
native teachers that they may know the 
joy of a fully consecrated life. Pray that 
new missionary recruits may soon be forth-
coming to help release the pressure on those 
whose burdens are heavy. Pray that many 
will hear the call and respond that there 
might be an enlarging of the present bord-
ers, that there may be a reaching out to 
those with outstretched hands. 
—Alvin J. Book. 
^"""\ 
Christ's Indwelling 
A. B. Simpson 
"I live: yet not I, but Christ liveth in 
me." Gal. 2:20. 
"I shall never forget the morning that I 
spent in my church reading an old musty 
book I had discovered in my library on the 
subject, ' 'The Higher Christian Life." As 
I poured over that little volume, I saw a 
new light. The Lord Jesus revealed Him-
self as a living and all-sufficient presence, 
and I learned for the first time that Christ 
had not saved us from future peril, and 
left us to fight the battle of life as best we 
could: but He who had justified us was 
waiting to sanctify us, to enter into our 
spirit, and substitute His strength. His holi-
ness, His joy, His love, His faith, His 
power, for all our worthlessness, helpless-
ness, and nothingness, and make it an 
actual living fact. 
"I live; yet not I, but Christ liveth in 
me. It was indeed a new revelation. 
Throwing myself at the feet of the glori-
ous Master, I claimed the mighty promise 
—T will dwell in you and walk in you.' 
Across the threshold of my spirit there 
passed a Being as real as the Christ who 
came to John on Patmos, and from that 
moment, a new secret has been the charm 
and glory, and strength of my life and 
testimony. I have learned the secret—'I 
can do all things through Christ which 
strengtheneth me.' " 
In The Homeland 
(Continued from previous page) 
spoke on the subject, "Harvest Blessings as 
we see them in the Old Testament," and 
Brother Arthur Brubaker on, "Harvest 
Blessings as we see them in the New Testa-
ment." 
—Mrs. B. Musser Forriy. 
Messiah Lighthouse Chapel, Harrisburg, Pa. 
"For there is no difference between the 
Jew and the Greek: for the same Lord 
over all is rich unto all that call upon him. 
For whosoeven shall call upon the name of 
the Lord shall be saved" (Romans 10:12, 
13). 
During these warm summer months our 
most interesting mission experiences have 
to do .with our out door meetings. We feel 
that the Lord is helping and blessing as we 
conduct gospel services on Sunday after-
noons on the Capital Park Grounds. Hun-
dred of tracts are carefully distributed, 
with most interesting reactions. One of 
our tracts is entitled: "Are you bored with 
Life?", and several have answered immedi-
ately, "That fits us." 
Hands generally are raised for prayer 
following the message. Last Sunday night 
one of these individuals came to the night's 
service in the Chapel and bowed at the 
altar for prayer. Will you join us in prayer 
for full deliverance for these individuals. 
For several weeks we have had an extra 
street meeting on Thursday nights, in the 
uptown section of Harrisburg. At this busy 
intersection there is some traffic noise, but 
many passersby. It would seem to us that 
the marks of sin are even more manifest 
here, than in some other sections of Harris-
burg. This moving congregation would in-
clude shoppers, husbands and housewives, 
shopkeepers, policemen, children, tired work-
ing men, and some typical "skidrow" 
habitues. Some of the congregation are 
seen, sitting comfortably within their own 
rooms, but listening intently. Our car-
attached PA system carries the song and 
message quite far. One feels the very rich 
blessing of Heaven upon this type of spirit-
ual foot-soldier warfare. A great joy fills 
our hearts as we seek to lift up Jesus 
Christ to sin-bound but precious men and 
women. 
Our summer revival meeting was held in 
July with Bishop Jacob T. Ginder as evan-
gelist. His ministry to our people was used 
of the Lord, being rich in fatherly instruc-
tion and wise in faithful spiritual leader-
ship. On a memorable Sunday morning, 19 
of our Sunday School youth sought the 
Lord. Others sought God on other occa-
sions. 
The Sunday School attendance has lower-
ed during late July and August with typical 
summer fluctuations, due to absences from 
the city. 
The attendance of our people at camp 
meetings, summer conferences, etc., during 
this season brings spiritual compensations 
in their lives. We cannot help but reflect 
what opportunities are afforded us in this 
day of enlightenment. 
Miss Janet Musseri of Chambersburg has 
shared in the labors of the Mission Staff 
as a short term worker. Her contribution 
of service, given gladly during her vacation, 
was much appreciated at this mission sta-
tion, and she was greatly needed. We pray 
the Lord to richly reward her as she re-
turns to pursue her college work at Messiah 
College. 
We are grateful to the Lord for His 
constant care of us, as revealed through the 
kindly acts of His children. Our financial 
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s t a t emen t reveals a continuing deficit of 
about $300.00, chiefly due to a ma jo r plumb-
ing repa i r of las t winter . We ask you to 
p ray with us t h a t his indebtedness m a y be 
el iminated in the nea r fu ture . 
Yours for souls, 
Joel E. and F a i t h e Carlson 
El izabeth Kanode 
Beulah Lyons 
SECOND QUARTER FINANCIAL 
Receipts 
Balance, April 1, 1951 $ 9.69 
Chapel Offering 366.48 
Ethel E.ltherington 27.50 
Mrs. Hackenbaugh 1.00 
Glendon Snider 2.00 
Avery O. Kanode 5.00 
Mary Mock 5.00 
Home Maker's Class 45.00 
Messiah Lighthouse Sunday School 30.00 
Paul and Ethel Bigham 5.00 
Elizabeth Kanode 5.00 
Joel E. Carlson 5.00 
Edna Payne 7.00 
Lester and Martha Hess 15.00 
Miss Weisensale 2.00 
Miss Martha Rosenberger 2.00 
Balance and Receipts $502.67 
Less Expenses 496.89 
Book Balance, June 30 $ 5.78 
Bills Unpaid 299.88 




Pastor's Offerings 68.24 
Utilities, Taxes 91.42 
Maintenance and Service : 34.88 
Repairs 67.66 
Extension Fund 40.00 
Royce Saltzman 14.31 
Miscellaneous ' 34.65 
Total - $496.89 
Other contributions, provisions, during sec-
ond quarter: John Wolgemuth, Sherwood Mell, 
(.eggs)., Lester Hess, (peas), Howard "Wolge-
muths, Wilmer Altland, Mrs. Reed. To the 
Trustees Fund: Sunshine Class, $5.00 (Mes-
siah Lighthouse S. S.) Clyde Neiss, $5.00. The 
following gifts to the Building Fund: August 
1950 — Gratersford D.V.B.S., $55.50; Messiah 
Lighthouse Congregation, Mother's Day Offer-
ing, $42.55; Local Offering Box, $3.68; Man-
heim S. B. S., $15.00 
Hummels town, P a . 
J a n u a r y 1-7. We par t ic ipa ted in the 
Union P r a y e r Service held in t he five 
churches in Hummels town, and enjoyed 
mee t ing in our s is ter churches. 
J a n u a r y 28. A group of our young people 
helped render a ' service in the county prison 
in H a r r i s b u r g . 
F e b r u a r y 11. Male Quar te t t e f rom Mes-
s iah College presented t h e morn ing worship 
service in Gospel and song. Our hea r t s 
rejoiced to see folks s t ay t h a t morn ing to 
enjoy th is service who seldom darken 
church doons. In the evening, Bishop Sam-
uel Wolgemuth w a s our gues t speaker in 
Christ ian Fellowship who gave us a very 
t imely message . 
March 1. Our h e a r t s were deeply saddened 
by the dea th of Sis ter Lizzie McCorkel, bu t 
we do r e s t assured t h a t our loss is he r gain. 
She endeared herself to all who knew he r by 
her kind and gent le disposition and t rue 
Chris t ian character . We keenly miss her— 
being faithful in a t t end ing every service 
possible. 
March 4. Sister Mary Kreider visited our 
Sunday School. The children enjoyed he r 
most in te res t ing t a lk about Africa. 
March 11. A Gospel Team from Messiah 
College presented t he evening service. 
March 18-25. Passion Week Service each 
evening a t 7:30 wi th Bro ther Alber t Engle 
as special speaker . 
March 25. Jo in t E a s t e r Sunrise service 
held a t Shanks church a t 5:30 a.m. Hum-
melstown Sunday School had special E a s t e r 
fea tu res by t he children. E a s t e r message— 
"The Significance of the Resur rec t ion" was 
given by Bro ther Engle . 7:00 p .m. a special 
p r o g r a m of music was a r r anged by a young 
people's chorus, directed by Frank l in W a g -
n e r followed by Bro ther Alber t Engle ' s l as t 
message , "The Promise ." We appreciated 
Bro ther Engle ' s effort each n ight in br ing-
ing soul s t i r r ing messages . 
We were gra tefu l too for a "specia l" 
E a s t e r bulletin pr in ted by our pas to r ' s wife 
which were dis t r ibuted each evening to 
those a t t end ing our Pass ion Week Services. 
"Chr i s t i an Fellowship Services." 
May 6. Rev. Monroe Dour te family p r e -
sented us with an inspira t ional p r o g r a m . 
May 13. Fa i r l and Chorus consist ing of 
30 voices gave us a musical p rogram. 
J u n e 3. Wil l ing Workers Class presented 
as s tudy on the Gospel of J o h n which con-
sisted of flannelgraph, object lesson, black-
board sketches, songs and memorizat ion of 
Scr iptures . Class leader was E d g a r W a g -
ner, J r . 
Morning Worsh ip Service. J u n e 3. Re-
ception of new church members when Bishop 
T. Books b rough t the message . Those re -
ceived into church fellowship were E d g a r 
Wagner , Jr . , Marie Anoka, I lda Jane Ris-
ser, Anna R u t h Ressler , a l e t t e r of transfer; 
was read for Marl in Ressler. 
J u n e 10. Gradua te s ' Sunday. A special 
message was given for our 10 young peo-
ple g r adua t ing from ei ther 8th g rade or 
H igh School. Our pas to r called each one's 
n a m e of the 10 g radua te s pr ior to the mes-
sage. Theme, "Conquer ing—Plus ." 
Pa lmyra , P a . 
Sunday morning, J u n e 3, Sister R u t h 
Schrock who directs the children's s inging 
in the i r semi-monthly evening mee t ings led 
them in s inging the i r songs to the congre-
gat ion. An in te res t ing fea ture was the 
holding by four children of a l i t t le red, 
yellow, black and whi te doll made by Sis ter 
Schrock, dur ing the s inging of t h a t song. 
Mother ' s Day, June 10. The mothers were 
officers of the Sunday School and then was 
a shor t Mother ' s B a y p r o g r a m following 
the lesson period. 
J u n e 17. Repeated the previous Sunday ' s 
p r o g r a m using fa the r s for the dut ies of 
t h e offices and the render ing of a F a t h e r ' s 
Day p rog ram. 
The two weeks of Daily Summer Bible 
School from J u n e 11 to 22. Bible school 
sessions were held each morn ing for a period 
of two hours . Sis ter Cather ine Hoffman w a s 
a very able director and planned in te res t ing 
fea tures dur ing the assembly period follow-
ing the class room sessions. There were 
eleven teachers , and chorister , Sis ter Paul ine 
Her r , f rom the F a i r l a n d congregat ion. The 
average a t tendance was over e ighty which 
was considered good because of two other 
Bible schools being held in the town a t the 
same t ime. The offering which amounted to 
ninety- two dollars was given to t he hos-
pi tal in New Mexico. Each class also had 
a project of soap, scrap books, coloring 
books, wash cloth, animals and dolls, toys , 
pictures , pillows, etc., which were also sent 
to the Indian hospital . 
The second Wednesday morn ing of the 
Bible School, Sister Hoffman gave a shor t 
ta lk on Chr is t knocking a t the hea r t ' s door 
followed by Sister H e r r s inging two songs 
dur ing which the children were invited to 
accept Christ . A number of children made 
a decision for Chris t dur ing this touching 
service. 
Tent mee t ing services were held dur ing 
th i s same period and cont inuing for a few 
evenings longer near Campbell town. There 
were different evangel is ts t o p reach the 
evening messages . At tendance was good 
and a number of souls acknowledged the i r 
,need of Chris t and knel t a t the a l t a r for 
p rayer . There were no evening services a t 
t he church dur ing the two-and-a-half vveaks 
of t en t meet ings . 
Ju ly 8. The children gave a p r o g r a m in 
the evening, f ea tu r ing songs, reci ta t ions, 
exercises and p raye r s . Sis ter Mary Kreider 
gave a ta lk on "A Sunday a t J i a t o p o , " and 
brought a long a l a rge cover n:ade of coney 
skins to show the congregat ion. 
Ju ly 15. Bishop Les ter Meyers preached 
the morn ing message , us ing the twenty-
four th chap te r of Mat thew for his Scr ip ture 
meditat ion. This service was recorded for 
the shut- ins of the congregat ion. 
Ju ly 22. In the afternoon the re was a 
bapt ismal service for those of the distr ict 
who wished to be baptized. Six were bap-
tized from the P a l m y r a congregat ion. Five 
had been received into church fellowship 
several Sundays previously. In the evening 
Elder William Rosenberry and the "Gospel 
Words and Music" staff f rom Phi ladelphia 
were p resen t and had charge of the evening 
service. The Melody Sis ters sang, r epor t s 
of the work were given by var ious members 
and Bro ther Rosenberry preached the eve-
ning message on the theme, " W h a t Must 
I do to be Saved." 
—Helen Lehman. 
The weakest one is s t rong when- he 
g ra sps the p romise in P h i l i p p i a n s 2 : 1 3 , " I 
can do all th ings t h r o u g h Chris t which 
s t rengtheneth m e . " —I. M. S. 
The Entrance of Thy Word 
Giveth Light 
Psalms 119 :130 
In view of the evidence p r o v i n g that 
God's W o r d is the fo re runner of revival , 
is it no t a c ry ing shame that so little stress 
is la id in these days u p o n the reverent ia l 
s tudy of i t ? Men and women who need 
l ight do not stop to analyze the electric 
bu lb a n d debate whether or not it is the 
t rue l ight, bu t they t u rn on the power and 
accept the benefit of the invent ion wi thout 
ques t ion, satisfied with the resul ts . Elec t r ic 
bu lbs give l i gh t—why waste t ime t ry ing to 
exp la in the mystery whi le we sit in dark-
ness? And yet, tha t is exactly wha t men 
are do ing with the W o r d of God. W h e n the 
Scr ip tu res a re given free course they give 
l ight in the lives of men and women. 
Cri t ics a re p u l l i ng the dear , old Book 
to pieces when they ought to b e bask ing in 
the beneficial rays of l ight that it sheds on 
the way. In church and S u n d a y School , 
too, m a n y th ings a re subst i tu ted for the 
study of Scr ip tu re , with the result tha t the 
minor i ty a r e acqua in ted with the Bible as 
all Chr is t ian men ought to be. I t is well to 
bea r in mind tha t it is " the e n t r a n c e " of 
the W o r d tha t giveth l ight . T h e Church 
needs to s ign a new cont rac t wi th God to 
use the power of Hi s W o r d . I t is the 
weapon of the H o l y S p i r i t ; it is the food 
for the C h r i s t i a n ; it is l ight for all men , 
bu t on ly as we al low it to enter into our 
hea r t s a n d m i n d s . 
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MRS. Brown's home was less than a mile distant. It would be a pleasant walk. 
Verda loved woodsy odors. This morn-
ing, the zephyrs passing over the desert 
shrubs bore a sweet combination—the 
fragrances of bee-laden sagebrush, and of 
spicy eucalyptus from a tall wind-break 
protecting an adjacent orange grove. It 
blended well with the music in her soul. 
Mrs. Reese was happy and without fear, 
though she did not know what words 
would be put into her mouth. Her feet 
seemed scarcely to touch the ground. She 
soon reached her destination. Crossing the 
well-watered lawn she mounted the steps 
and tapped upon the door. 
After a brief moment, Mrs. Brown 
opened it, with mingled bravado, misgiv-
ing, curiosity—and perhaps a little fear— 
written upon her face. (Later , in trying to 
analyze this expression, Verda began to 
understand how inconceivable to pagan 
thought, is the Christian reaction to 
injury.) 
"Good morning, Mrs. Brown. How are 
you this fine morning?" 
"Why—er—good morning. I am—er— 
fine—I guess. Won't you—come i n ? " 
"Thank you, I shall be glad to, but I 
promise not to stay long or take much of 
your time. I came to tell you how glad I 
am for what you told me yesterday. You 
see, I needed it, and very few people are 
as straight forward as you are—that is 
what I like about you. I am sorry I made 
you wait, and that I have countenanced so 
many faults in myself, that one in particu-
lar. I'm sorry for the inconvenience I 
have caused you, and sorry I have mis-
represented Jesus Christ. You see, you are 
not the first person who has called my at-
tention to it; so has God. Yet, with all 
this attempted instruction, you see how 
slow I have been to learn. God has used 
you as an instrument, an agent, for my 
discipline, since that, is what it took. I 
want you to know I am your friend. J 
have mentioned this to no one but God, 
and even then not in complaint but in 
gratitude. I love you. even though I have 
never proved it yet. I haven't been a 
friend to you, but I want to be from now 
on. Please accept this evidence. I have 
brought you some chicken, berries, pickles 
from our own garden and nuts—you said 
your doctor permits you to eat almonds." 
Upon Verda's cheeks, tears flowed un-
bidden—tears, not of sorrow but of pure 
joy. She was s,o full of what she was say-
ing she had not given attention to her 
friend's reaction. Suddenly' she noticed 
Mrs. Brown too was weeping. The latter 
reached to the table for a snowy, freshly 
ironed pillow case which she drafted for a 
most unusual purpose—to check the deluge 
which had come thus summarily and un-
announced. 
The sight of this ill, dejected, nervous 
little lady, probably ten years her senior, 
aroused Verda's sympathy. Rising impul-
sively from her chair, she quickly came to 
Mrs. Brown's side, she took the sweet, 
honest face between her hands, caressed 
the lovely brown hair and covered it with 
kisses, once more declaring her friendship. 
"Mrs. Reese, you have—won—me—be-
cause you love me. Outside my own chil-
dren and husband, no one ever told me 
that they love me." 
"Of course I do, why shouldn't I ? And 
pardon me for not realizing how ill you 
are, I have been blessed with health and, 
I'm afraid, do not enter into people's phy-
sical suffering as I ought. I'm afraid this 
too often happens when pepple are well 
themselves. 
"Oh, I can't accept what you have 
brought—not after the way I acted. You 
are too kind. You were not resentful and 
did not justify yourself. But you see, as 
I said—I'm not well, my nerves are bad, 
and I cannot help myself! I am just a 
queer, old woman. You are good—too 
good." 
"But you must accept what I have 
• brought. I brought them, not to win your 
favor, but as a gesture in appreciation for 
what your straight-forwardness has done 
for me. Many people flatter openly and 
criticize secretly, but you were courageous 
enough to be above board. This is one of 
the happy moments, one of the high spots, 
of my life. And you are not a queer, old 
"Salt Of The Earth?" 
Lois Guengerich 
"And, Mrs. Brown, if I considered it 
necessary, or if I desired to raise myself 
in your esteem, I could explain a few 
things about yesterday's happenings, which, 
if you knew, might help you to see just a 
bit differently. But, it isn't necessary—it 
would take your valuable time, be-
sides . . . " 
"Oh, do tell me—I want to know. I 
have plenty of time." 
"No, I prefer not to, for I am willing to 
stand in your sight just as I now stand, 
just as you see me. I can afford to; you 
see, I have nothing to lose and everything to 
gain. For truth is the most satisfying 
thing on earth—except the Author of 
truth Himself. You see truth squarely 
faced is "profitable": it brings quick re-
turns with "interest." I have no plea, 
nor any merit; I have only a resolute pur-
pose to profit by this experience. Re-
member only that I bear no ill-will what-
soever." 
Part III 
woman—you have qualities I deeply ad-
mire. It hurts to have you call me go,od, 
for there is only One good. I am a sinner, 
saved . . . " She did not get to finish for 
Grace interrupted. 
"Of course, we are all sinners. .No one 
can live without sin." 
"I mean, I was a sinner, but Christ gave 
His .own spotless life to save me from what 
I deserve to experience. But, as you have 
just proved to me, and have witnessed 
openly yourself, it is not enough to be 
barely saved from sin. We need to be 
beautiful, symmetrical. I have not been 
diligent enough in attaining Christ's 
likeness and beauty, for He really is love-
ly. Let me ask two things of you—one is, 
that you will not permit my own personal 
blemishes to make you think less of God, 
for He has people who are more nearly 
true to type than I. Will you please be-
lieve that? Even though at present you see 
no evidence to sustain that belief? Will 
you, please?" She implored. 
"Well, yes—I guess I do; but n,o, why 
—well—" 
"That is fine," interrupted Verda. "and 
the other thing I ask of you is—remem-
ber I am your friend if it is all you ever 
remember about me. I do not believe I 
ever loved anyone more than I love you at 
this hour." 
And it was true—all other loves were 
subordinate to this just now. It seemed to 
"flow," literally, from her heart, her head, 
her mind—to her very fingertips—to all 
extremities of her being. Verda wondered, 
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momentarily, whether the statement she 
had just made might be an extravagant 
one, and whether it entailed any 
disloyalty to her own family. But she s;Oon 
concluded it did not. This was divine; that 
was human. The latter was subordinate to 
the former and divine love should super-
sede human love. She also wondered 
whether this might be that "liquid love." 
Was it made tangibly liquid by her tears? 
She did not need to wonder long. To 
her, the interpretation was complete and 
irrevocable; from that moment it became 
an eternal verity. "Is this that love?" 
"This is that," came the answer, inaudi-
ble, but none the less clear. That was all ; 
it satisfied, there was no need for human 
comparison or confirmation. Human 
comparisons could not have caused her to 
doubt it, nor could human confirmation 
have made her more sure of it than she 
was already. At this timely moment there 
came to her mind a relevant statement she 
had read: "Love cannot come in the ab-
stract: it ever awaits a vital or a con-
crete subject; spiritual potentiality be-
comes reality only upon contact and oc-
casion." "There it is, this is that," she 
thought. 
But what was this Mrs. Brown was say-
ing? She roused herself to attention once 
more. "You see, Mrs. Reese, I have a 
terrible temper; it makes enemies and I 
can't help it that I have i t!" After a few-
moments of study she added, "There is 
one thing I would like to know, a thing 
which puzzles me. That is, how can you 
make people want to do what is right? I 
am grieved by social, economic and nation-
al wrongs; I spend lots of time writing to 
senators and congressmen on how differ-
ently things should be done. I could stand 
on the street corners and tell everyone 
they ought to live the Christian way. I 
am not 'converted' as you call it, but I am 
a good, a good, moral woman. Why. if I 
had lived in the days of the old temper-
- ance leaders I would have been one my-
self. I would have gone through shops 
breaking up beer bottles and the like—I 
am a strong personality, you know. But 
you can talk and talk, and yet people do 
not get the point, it does not get across to 
the public at all. This is what I have 
wondered: how can you make people want 
to live a Letter l ife?" 
The admission of these two needs—the 
unruly temper and the futility of force— 
was one more evidence of God's faithful-
ness, thought Verda to herself. Aloud, she 
answered, 
"Mrs. Brown, that is a thing I cannot 
explain in a way that would satisfy human 
reason. You see, God's demands of holy 
living are ridiculous and impossible, 
humanly considered, for human beings 
take no account of the basic tragedy of 
life which is sin. They do not regard it as 
a fact. God, in His invitation to us to 
follow Him, does not presuppose that we 
have the ability to do so. He knows we do 
not. But His commands to us are an invi-
tation to ease our grip upon sin, our 
deadly enemy, the source of all tragedy, 
and exchange it for a new nature; yet. not 
merely a new nature ordinarily speaking, 
for the very mainspring of our nature, our 
heredity, is changed. The merit for this 
new heredity is what Jesus Christ imparts. 
We then obey because the nature is with-
in, to love and obey. I'm afraid I haven't 
made this very clear to you; and besides, 
even when it is thoroughly explained, it de 
fies human reason. But that is what hap-
pens just the same. That is what God 
does." 
"But, Mrs. Reese, you surely don't be-
lieve in miracles! I think they are ridicu-
lous—unreasonable, absurd. Why, the 
best minds in our nation are discovering 
the fallacy of the . . . " 
Verda with difficulty suppressed a smile 
(yet not too great difficulty, for she had 
regard for Mrs. Brown's feelings and wish-
ed to avoid humiliating her ) . Her quick 
sympathy helped her to strike slowly and 
carefully. 
"My dear, you have just witnessed a 
miracle; so have I. You have seen in me 
a reaction which you admit to be dia-
metrically opposed to the reactions you 
ordinarily provoke. That is God, and it is 
miraculous. It is not my nature to be 
charitable. By nature I would rise in self 
defence. And I, too, have witnessed a 
miracle. Yesterday you hated me, today 
you love, or at least tolerate, me. Is not 
this correct? Is not this a miracle? This 
is God. And even though you have 
not yet come to an understanding 
of your need of Him, He has begun 
a work of peace in your life which He in-
tends to finish. This is inevitable. He has 
created the need in you, for no one has 
seen Christ truly without feeling a need of 
Him. Mrs. Brown, when you get ready to 
become acquainted with Him, if I am any-
where within reach, or can be of any help, 
I'll be glad to help you because I love 
you." 
"You mean," corrected the other, "that 
you feel you ought to love me, so on the 
ground of obedience, you do?" 
" 0 no, not that! I cannot help it! The 
Spirit of God imparts it, and it has be-
come my nature; and then, you are not 
hard to love, by any means." 
Despite her own fulness of joy, Verda 
felt a vague sense of heaviness. She reali-
ized Mrs. Brown's change of attitude to-
day was but one step in the right direction. 
She began to sense, rather helplessly, that 
some great extremity might have to enter 
her friend's life ere she could grasp 
Christian truth; not that God chose to have 
it that way, but that it might be the only 
way He could gain a hearing. It would be 
Grace Brown's choice;—not God's—to 
have it done that way. 
(To be continued) 
Tithing 
God asks one-tenth, and gives you nine, 
If you get yours, it will sure be fine; 
But if you get yours, And hold God's too 
What in the world, 
IS THE CHURCH GOING TO D O ? ? ? 
The Sower 
Belwld a sower of the Word 
Went forth with precious seed, 
He did not stop to view the clouds, 
Nor to the wir.ds give heed; 
Down in the field, which is the world, 
The sowing he did start, 
And lovingly cast forth the seed 
Warm from his hand and heart. 
Some seeds fell close beside the way, 
Which soon the birds did eat, 
While others fell among the thorns 
Which pierced the sowers feet; 
That seed which fell on stones did yield 
No harvest for his toil, 
But thank the Lord that much seed fell 
On good and fertile soil. 
At. last the weary day was done, 
The sower paused to rest, 
When, lol the Savior took him Home 
To be forever blest. 
Then others had to guard the field 
To keep the beasts away, 
Well armed with sword and shield to keep 
Their enemies at bay. 
The heavenly showers oft did fall, 
Then sunshine bright and clear, 
And from the seed came forth the sprout, 
The blade, the stalk, the ear. 
The reapers found the field all. white, 
And gathered in the grain, 
With joyful hearts they praised the Lord 
Their toil was not in vain. 
They reaped because some sower true 
The precious seed had sown, 
And someone, too, with prayer and tears 
Kept guard till it was grown. 
So let us learn to soiv the seed 
And watch in earnest prayer, 
Some day the Lord will give to us 
A golden harvest fair. 
—Fred A. Smith. 
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Medical Notes 
My first sixteen days of nursing in New 
Mexico were very interesting and not a 
little different from any previous nursing 
I had done. For the last few years I had 
many times tried to imagine just what 
nursing among the Navajo would be like 
but I never quite thought of all the little 
things that make work here different. Can 
you imagine how difficult it is to discover 
what the patient's trouble is if they speak 
no English and you understand no Navajo ? 
Yes, a friend coming with them may speak, 
which helps, but often the answers they 
give to your questions are guarded and 
sound very funny. Then after many ques-
tions you finally come to a tentative diag-
nosis, find a good medicine and carefully 
give instructions, only to remember that 
they have no clock at home so they will not 
know when "every four hours" is. Also 
they v.'i'l not know what date to come see 
the Doctor, for calendars are for decoration, 
if they have one, not to be used as we are 
accustomed to using them. Finally, with 
furthen explaining they understand, at least 
you hope they do, and smile a pleasant 
"Thank you" and you see them leave in 
their wagon. You breathe a prayer that 
God will use your service to His Glory, and 
bring the patient back to the clinic to see 
the Doctor. 
If I had not been so busy the first two 
weeks, I would have thought that New 
Mexico was trying to scare me away. The 
first day a maternity case arrived, by the 
eighth day there were six hospital cases 
and a new baby. Our three-bed clinic was 
definitely not large enough, so two of the 
boys slept in the school dormitory! while 
the mother and new born slept in my room. 
How I wished for a hospital those days. As 
a first impression I feel a Navajo hospital 
here will be- meeting one of the most im-
portant needs of this area. Second only to 
the spiritual needs I feel the physical con-
dition of the Navajos is serious. My one 
trip to the Indian hospital helped impress 
me with the need of a Christian Hospital 
and the opportunity we have of manifesting 
a kind, Christ-like attitude to these people 
in their needs. 
In the sixteen days of June in which I 
was here we had the following: 
37 patients treated in olinic. 
2 maternity cases. 
1 new born. 
47 (general) hospital-patient days. This 
does not represent all we could have done 
had we had more time. There is much 
public health nursing needed in this area. 
If we can only succeed in interesting the 
Navajo to come for "well-baby," "prenatal," 
and "immunization clinics." As it is now 
they know little of preventive medicine. 
They only come for help after theyi are 
quite ill. 
There are advanced cases of T.B. who 
cannot get into the State Sanitordum who 
could be taught to live at home with neces-
sary precautions. Then there are the eye 
cases who must go to Fort Defiance some 
200 miles away for eye treatment, glasses 
and surgery. These, plus others uhmen-
tioned, are the reasons why I look forward 
to the day when our hospital will be furnish-
ed and in use. 
Your many contributions by way of 
money, hospital linens, baby clothes, and 
many other things leads me to believe that 
you too are very interested in the medical 
work among the Navajo. Our desire is that 
the medical work may be an avenue by 
which the spiritual needs of this area may 
be met. 
—Clara Meyer, R.N. CM. 
Human Traits 
(Continued from page five) 
such a person will be saved; if saved, the 
trait must be radically changed without de-
lay, if one is to survive spiritually. It is 
change, or spiritual death. It will take 
much earnest prayer, persistent effort and 
God's help, but it can be done. 
Ambition: a strong desire and eager 
seeking for position, gain, distinction or 
success. Ambition is a natural trait neces-
sary to any worth-while accomplishment, 
but it has to be carefully regulated and 
kept within bound: if not, it becomes de-
structive to spirituality. True godliness 
can not survive when this fever runs its 
course. When one gets saved, it must be 
curbed, moderated and redirected into 
line with the will of God. It takes a sen-
sitive conscience, much moral honesty, sub-
missive prayer and help from the Lord to 
keep ambition Christian, hut it can and 
must be done, if one is to keep saved. 
Acquisitiveness: a natural propensity to 
acquire. This natural trait enables us to 
maintain life, a home and family. But un-
guarded, it grows rapidly, becomes a domi-
nant passion and that means death to sal-
vation. This trait is very strong in some 
people. But, by the help that only God 
can give, it must come under rigid re-
vision and regulation or it will destroy 
your Christian experience. The tithe is one 
of God's antidotes for it. A deep and last-
ing consecration is another. 
Assertiveness: a tendency to be overly 
positive, emphatic or dogmatic. This is 
a strong trait in some people, but it is a 
serious threat to Christian experience; 
that of the one possessing it, especially to 
that of others. This trait tends to make one 
inflexible, which is a good thing where 
principle is involved, but disastrous in 
matters of less importance. And here is 
where it so often operates. This trait makes 
small matters take on size and they be-
come momentous. Issues arise over the 
point and the conscience of another is 
wounded. I know a Christian man hav-
ing this trait. It has cut his usefulness, 
spoiled his home life and cost him the re-
spect of every one of his children. This 
is serious. 
The assertive person is usually blind to 
his natural trait and hard to convince of 
his fault. He thinks it is a matter of con-
viction and principle when it is simply an 
unfortunate natural trait. If this awakens 
you, my friend, act quickly, seek help 
from the Lord and bring this harmful trait 
under such regulation that you can keep 
the unity of the Spirit and be an inspir-
ation to the household of faith. 
These are not all the natural traits that 
need watching and working over, but the 
list is sufficient to indicate that, if you 
want to be all that Christ makes possible 
by Calvary's sacrifice, you should care-
fully and prayerfully "study to show your-
self approved unto God" by giving this 
matter prompt and persistent attention, 
seeking to discover any natural trait that 
hinders your Christian experience. 
Never Forget It: one does not have to 
be carnal to backslide. Mother Eve was 
not led astray by a carnal trait, but by the 
natural traits of curiosity and credulity; 
that is where she began to slip and was 
led into sin. 
The justified believer can be led into 
backsliding by carnal or natural traits, 
either or both. The sanctified believer, 
delivered from his carnal traits, needs to 
get help from the Lord to change, moder-
ate or regulate his natural traits lest the 
Enemy use them to lead him into sin. 
May God bless you, my friend. Dig 
deep. Keep the Holy City in view. Invite 
the Holy Spirit to help you build a godly 
character and bring glory to your wonder-
ful Saviour in a humble and consistent 
life and service.—The Wesleyan Methodist 
Life begins when a man sets a goal for 
himself, and the most rewarding of all 
goals is that of joyful, gladsome service to 
God. 
Lost Art of Worship 
(Continued from page four) 
Nothing can be added to what God is. 
Nothing can be given to God, for He has 
all things. He is God eternal, omniscient, 
omnipresent, omnipotent. Unbegotten, self-
existent father of lights, a consuming fire, 
invisible, past finding out, immutable, 
only wise, He is all holiness, righteous-
ness, and truth. 
0 God fro give us for compressing Thee 
into the narrow confines of our finite 
mentalities. Forgive all our misconceptions 
of Thee, and give us eyes to see Thee as 
Thou are, ears to hear Thy voice, hearts to 
enshrine Thee forever. 
0 my brother, sister, will you this day 
try to see the surpassing wonder of God? 
Will you step out of the busy current of 
things long enough to make the attempt? 
Will you look awav from everything that 
is sordid and earthly long enough to look 
heavenward and see His face? He will re-
veal Himself to you, and in the same mo-
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ment will forgive you the gaping bewilder-
ment that the revelation will produce. 
Will you see with me now God's worth? 
What God has done is as wonderful as 
what He is. Since we can see what God 
has done, we are then better able to see and 
understand what He is. And seeing what 
He is and what He has done, we acknow-
ledge His worth, and take up the refrain of 
the angels and sing "Worthy is the Lamb.'' 
God is the Creator and the Sustainer of 
the universe. He upholds "all things by 
the word of his power" (Heb. 1:3). God 
but spoke the word, and the flaming sun 
began his untiring march across the sky. 
He created a lesser light to rule the night, 
and the far flung stars in their courses are 
but as the dust of His feet. Beyond all the 
light years multiplied by the billions is 
God the Creator, far beyond the reach of 
the giant lens on Palomar. And this God 
is our God who promises to be found of 
those that seek Him. 
The crowning work of God's creating 
hand was done when He created man in His 
own image. I make no apology for part-
ing company with the evolutionist who 
would have it some other way. I make no 
apology for taking my place with the de-
vout who believe God's Word, and see in 
it that God created man in His own image 
and likeness. Man is the crowning object 
of God's creative power. This is proved by 
the fact that God gave to man dominion, 
and is confirmed by the fact that He gave 
"his only begotten Son" to redeem man 
from death in sin. 
Look away to Calvary and see what God 
has done. See there the Lamb of God that 
taketh away the sin of the world. See that 
your sins nailed Him there, and learn this 
morning that Christ died that you might 
live. Look away to Calvary, my brother, 
and there you will see what God has done, 
and know that because of the reconciling 
work of atonement accomplished there, a 
vital relationship with God through Christ 
is possible. True worship is impossible 
without a vision of Calvary. 
I said that because of what Christ did 
at Calvary a vital relationship with God 
is possible, and that brings us to the lasl 
consideration—mans will yielded. 
God made man in His image and like-
ness. This likeness is seen when we realize 
that man is a spiritual entity as well as a 
physical organism. And involved in this 
similitude to God is the soverign power of 
choice with which God endowed us. 
Man created in God's image knew fel-
lowship with God. He was capable of 
worship on the highest plane. Came that 
fateful hour when sin. "that mysterious 
outlaw" in the universe, reared its head 
and' struck with hissing fangs, inflicting 
that deadly wound that marred the image 
and broke the fellowship. Man, naked in 
his sin, incapable of worship, hid in abject 
terror. 
(tfljcrc i* no bvri>en of tl>e aspmi 
pvt in Ugfjtencb op battling 
vn&erit. 
In the redeeming work of Jesus Christ 
the deadly wound was healed. The image 
and likeness are restored, vital relationship 
with God is established. Chords that were 
broken vibrate once more. Man in sin 
may hear God's voice, and in the yielding 
of his will be granted repentance unto life. 
He surrenders, and then and only then are 
worship and fellowship possible. 
Think not. 0 man, whoever you may be, 
that you may worship God without yield-
ing to Him your will in full surrender. 
Think not that the folding of your hands 
and murmur of your voice in prayer in 
any wise pleases Him. You must bow in 
humble repentance before you can bow 
and worship truly. You must be able by 
faith to say, "He is our God; and we are 
the people of his pasture, and the sheep 
of his hand." 
You cannot worship God as long as you 
go your way in self-willed sufficiency, 
echoing boastfully the words of Henley— 
/ am the master of my fate, 
I a'm the captain of my soul. 
As long as we do not acknowledge Jesus 
Christ as our Lord and Saviour it is vain 
for us to tune our formal songs. God 
brushes aside such unwelcome cacophony, 
and says, "This people honoureth me with 
their lips, but their heart is far from me." 
I said in the beginning that man loses 
the art of worship when he so reduces God 
in his thinking that the sense of transcen-
dent wonder is gone. We will have no 
adequate conception of God as long as the 
Bible remains a neglected book. But the 
Bible will remain a neglected book on the 
part of the man in the pew as long as it is 
neglected by the man who stands behind 
the pulpit. 
I plead for the kind of Bible preaching 
lhat will come forth with the thunderous 
pronouncement of "Thus saith the Lord." 
This will be the sure cure for mumbled 
half-truths, and dull, uninspired sermons: 
let the pulpit utterance be enriched with 
a liberal quantity of Scripture. Bible 
preaching will set forth God in His trans-
cendent wonder, and men will worship 
Him. Bible preaching will show what God 
has done at Calvary, and point men to the 
dying Lamb, and then men will worship. 
This will be the sure cure for the bewilder-
ment and indecision that makes spiritual 
worship impossible. 
Let us return then to our Bibles, let us 
turn to God, let us see the Christ of Cal-
vary, let us come to the great encounter 
where we yield our will, and then we may 
raise our throbbing ransomed hearts to 
sing—• 
0 worship the King, all glorious above, 
And gratefully sing His wonderful love; 
Our Shield and Defender, the Ancient of 
days, 
Pavilioned in splendor, and girded with 
praise. 
Hallelujah. Amen. 
—The Alliance Weekly. 
News Notes 
Keep Your Draft Board Informed 
It is especially important to notify the 
local draft board of any change of status, 
during this time when new draft regulations 
are in preparation. Each conscientious ob-
jector will likely have his classification re-
viewed before he is ordered to civilian work 
by his local board. Any change in depend-
ency, such as marriage, birth of children or 
any special hardship conditions, or a change 
in employment, physical condition, mailing 
address, etc., should be promptly and care-
fully reported. Likewise if a registrant ex-
periences conversion or through other cir-
cumstances comes to sincere position of 
conscientious objection to war, this should 
be promptly reported, and a copy of the 
Special Form for CO's should be filed. It is 
proper! for a registrant to send additional 
information to the local board at any time 
when there is new data to report. 
If the change in status is such as to war-
rant reclassification, this should be pointed 
out in a letter to the local board, requesting 
that on the basis of the new information, 
the case might be reopened. Since last Jan-
uary when the draft regulations were 
changed, it has been proper for conscientious 
objectors to accept or seek any deferred 
class for which they are eligible. A regis-
trant who is given a deferred class such as 
II-C, III-A, IV-D and certain othens, should 
not insist on a Class IV-E. Acceptance of 
such deferred class in no way endangers 
the CO claim. 
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